
Bible Prophecy Update – January 28, 2024 
Links 

- Calvary Chapel Westside, Lahaina Maui

https://calvarywestside.com/help-fire-victims


- One For Israel

https://www.oneforisrael.org


- One For Israel Personal Contact, Leah Schulze

leah@oneforisrael.org


- WEF video, Comparing Notes on Financial Inclusion

https://www.weforum.org/events/world-economic-forum-annual-meeting-2024/sessions/
comparing-notes-on-financial-inclusion


- WHO PDF, Article-by-Article Compilation of Proposed Amendments to the International 
Health Regulations

https://apps.who.int/gb/wgihr/pdf_files/wgihr1/WGIHR_Compilation-en.pdf


- christianpost.com, Trump idolatry is a real thing. And it must stop

https://www.christianpost.com/voices/trump-idolatry-is-a-real-thing-and-it-must-
stop.html


- naturalnews.com, Financial analyst David Webb warns of impending FINANCIAL 
COLLAPSE in latest interview

https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-01-25-david-webb-warns-of-impending-financial-
collapse.html


- David Webb book, The Great Taking

https://thegreattaking.com/read-online-or-download


- YouTube video, Dangerous END TIMES Doctrines & The Spiritual Battle Against The 
Deep State | Eric Metaxas on TBN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ClYfHflMF1o
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Truth #1 The “so-called” vaccine is the deception that becomes the mark of the beast in the tribulation Revelation 13, 18:23 
Truth #2 Politics is a movie script of 2-wings on a Phoenix bringing one order out of world-wide chaos Revelation 13, 18, 19 
Truth #3 Geoengineering/Weather Manipulation are changing the climate and destroying the earth Revelation 11:18 
Truth #4 We’re on the cusp of the controlled demolition of the world’s economy to usher in CBDC’s Revelation 13:16-18 
Truth #5 The closer we get to the pre-tribulation rapture the worse the mocking and ridiculing will get Jude 1:18, 2 Peter 3:1-3 

TRUTH CAIN BALAAM KORAH 
Vaccine Deception Silences any speaking the truth Sells books/ads for money Follows the crowd to recruit followers 
Political Theater Angry at anyone speaking truth Promotes an agenda of greed Consumed with their election campaign 
Geoengineering Slanders anyone speaking truth Seeks to invest in the fraud Challenges truth by strength in numbers 
Economic Collapse Arrogantly attacks the truth Loves the world and its riches Covets the prestige of popular opinion 
Rapture Ridiculing Rejects and fights rapture truth Profits from the controversy Refutes truth and demands a debate 

An Urgent Last Days Warning - List of Unpopular Truths and Chart
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